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The influence of electron-phonon interaction on the properties of the cuprates in 
the presence of strong electron correlation is studied. 

The basic model is Hubbard one [l] completed with the Holstein interaction [2] 
between local charge fluctuations of electrons and phonon's coordinates. 

The Hamiltonian of the system is the sum of Hubbard electron Hamiltonian, the 
Hamiltonian of free optical phonons with dispersionless frequency w0 and electron
phonon interaction 

H = H0 + Hph + He-ph (1) 

H,-ph = g L n;,,.q;, q; = ~ (bt + b;) 
ilT y2 

where bt, b; are the operators of creation and annihilation of phonons, q; is the 
phonon coordinate,n;,,. = etc;,,. is the operator of number of ~ectrons on site i with 
spin a and g is the electron-phonon interaction constant. 

After Lang-Firsov canonical transformation [3], anew Hamiltonian fr= e5 He-s 
does not contain linear phonon coordinates q;, the chemical potential and on-site 
Coulomb interaction become renormalized 

and kinetic part of the Hubbard Hamiltonian depends on phonons 

where 

~!.n,cg:;iJ:ii_:,tloin m,~!Yi , 
t, t!R-.:~.liu:s ac::: .,~~z~~:uma ~ t ..... ~WSSl!-10T~ ~ ~ 

(2) 

(3) 



c_,,. = Cicr exp ( igp;), c7,,. = ct, exp ( -igp;) 

Pi= h (bt - b;), g = ~ (4) 

In such a way the intensity of electronic repulsion U is diminished and hoppings 
of polarons instead of electrons appear. 
The renormalized Coulomb interaction fj is considered as a zero order electron 
Hamiltonian which is diagonalized using Hubbard operators and the role of interaction 
plays the hoppings of polarons (3). 
We use a new diagram technique proposed in [4,5] based on the zero order localized 
approximation and electron irreducible Green functions or Kubo cumulants a.'l the 
main structures of thermodynamic perturbation theory. 
Zero order one-particle Green functions for polarons is 

&-.o(x Ix')= -(Tcxcr (r) Cx'cr' (r')}0 = 

= -(Tex,,. (r)cx'o-' (r')}0 {Texp(ig (p(r)- p(r')))}0 = 

= Ci(x lx')exp [-~g2 (T(p(r)- p(r'))
2

) 0] 

and the simplest irreducible Green function has the form 

~O)i'(a1,T1,a2,r2la3,T3,a4,T4) = {Teer, (ri)ccr, (;2)ccr, (r3)c,,., (r4)}0 X 

x (Texp(ig (p (r1) + p h) - p h) - P (ri)))}0 -

-(Tc,,., (r1)ccr, (ri)}0 (Tc,,.. (r2)c,,., (r3)}0 X (Texp(ig(p{r1)-p{ri)))}0 X 

X (Texp(ig (p(r2) - p (rJ)))}0 + (Teer, (ri) c,,., (rJ)}0 (Tc,,.. h) ccr, h)}0 X 

(5) 

X {Texp(ig(p(r1)-p(r3)))}0 X (Texp(ig(p(r2)-ph)))}0 (6) 

The sum of such and higher order cumulants gives us a new function Z(xlx') which 
together with mass operator permits us to formulate Dyson equation for Matsubara 
one-particle Green function 

A(xlx') = G°(xlx') + Z(xlx') 

G(x Ix')= A(x Ix')+ LA (xi I)t(I - l)G(l Ix') (7) 
il 

Here x stands for (x, a, r), where x is site index, a is spin and r is the iniaginary 
time. The sum stands for summing over the discrete indices. and integration over 
the r. 
Using Fourier representation for these quantities we obtain 

l 
Gcr(k liw,.) = A" l(k liw,.) - € (k) (8) 

where w = (2n + l)'Tf/f/, E{k)·is the electron band energy. 
The first orders of the perturbation theory for the electron propagator are shown in 
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Fig.I. The first term is the zero order Green function (5). The dotted line denotes 
the hopping integral t(i - j) and wave line is the phonon contribution. The first 
three terms are the chain diagrams of Hubbard I approximation. The last diagram 
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Fig. 1. The propagator's diagrams of first two orc!Prs of JH'fl 11rhatio11 t hPory. 

contains the simplest irreducible Green function (6) G'f]' (xl I 2x') drawn as a square. 
In such a way the simplest function Z(xlx') is 

z<2l(x Ix')= L cf.; (xll 2x')t(i - l)t(2- 2)G° (21 i) 
112:.l 

Vacuum diagrams for polaron bopping processes were analysed and equation for 
connected diagrams was proved 

(U (,8)}0 = exp[(U (,B)}~] 

where (U (,8)}0 is statistical average of the evolution operator and (U (/:/))~ is the 
sum of connected diagrams. The unity is not included here. 

Phonon Green function is also investigated. The Dyson equation ha.~ not b<'en 
established for it because the weak linked diagrams are not present. 
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